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High-performance ZVS Buck Regulator removes 
barriers to increased power throughput in wide input 
range point-of-load applications 
By C. R. Swartz, Vicor Corporation

This paper introduces and details the challenges that have 
existed up to now when attempting to operate the conventional 
Buck Topology at high input voltage and switching frequency.

Freescale Beyond Bits – Motor Control Edition 
Geoff Lees, et al., Freescale Motor Control Center of Excellence

Motor control methods described include Brushless DC (BLDC), 
permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM), AC Induction Motor 
(ACIM), and Switched Reluctance Motor (SRM). Specific solutions 
are described for appliances, fans, compressors, air conditioners, 
industrial drives, servo robotics, medical pumps, and respirators.
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 The EPX-C380 is a rugged single board computer 
that provides a powerful platform for 
industrial applications.

 Powered with either a single or dual core processor, it has a wealth of onboard 
I/O plus expansion options.  Also it supports Windows®, Windows® Embedded, 
Linux, and other x86 real-time operating systems.

Features include:
• 1.66GHz Intel® Atom™ N450 single core or D510 dual core processor
• Embedded Gen 3.5+ GFX video core supports CRT and LVDS fl at panels 
 simultaneously
• Custom splash screen on start up
• Optional 1MB of battery backed SRAM
• Two, Gigabit Ethernet ports
• Two SATA channels
• Eight USB 2.0 ports each with over-current protection
• Four serial RS-232/422/485 channels
• 48 bi-directional digital I/O lines 
• CompactFlash (CF) card supported
• MiniPCIe and PC/104-Plus expansion connectors
• High Defi nition audio supported (7.1)
• WDT, RTC, LPT, status LEDs, and beeper
• +5 volt only operation
• EPIC sized:  4.5” x 6.5” and RoHS compliant
• EBX sized SBC also available
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• Responsive and knowledgeable technical support
• Long-term product availability

Contact us for additional information, custom confi gurations, and pricing.  
Our factory applications engineers look forward to working with you.

 Call 817-274-7553 or Visit 
www.winsystems.com/EPX-C380E2

Ask about our product evaluation program.

 715 Stadium Drive  •  Arlington, Texas 76011
Phone  817-274-7553  •  FAX  817-548-1358   
E-mail:  info@winsystems.com
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 7   Tracking Trends in  Embedded Technology
  Embedded designers transform in-car technology
      By Warren Webb

ON THE COVER

Our Embedded World issue brings in-depth coverage on three 
top embedded distributors: Avnet, Arrow, and Mouser, starting on 
page 30. Meanwhile, our automotive infotainment feature also 
drives this edition, exploring the latest In-Vehicle Infotainment (IVI) 
innovations in addition to examining how open source software 
such as Linux and Android are enabling this segment, beginning 
on page 16. Our cover photo depicting an IVI digital dashboard 
shows an icons menu to improve the driver’s user experience, 
photo courtesy of Micron. Future in-car infotainment is voice 
activated, GPS guided, and Web enabled, the company says.
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As the trend toward ubiquitous Internet connectivity  permeates 
our society, automobile customers now expect this same 
experience while on the road. To meet this expectation and 
remain competitive, automobile manufacturers have turned 
to the embedded design community to develop In-Vehicle 
Infotainment (IVI) systems for seamless, real-time access to nav-
igation information and cloud computing services. Although 
this expanding technology creates new opportunities, there 
are several unique challenges and requirements in IVI systems 
compared to traditional embedded designs. For example, the 
human-machine interface must be based more on voice and 
gesture recognition instead of touch-panel controls to elimi-
nate the need for direct eye contact. Displays should be strate-
gically located and controlled to reduce driver distractions and 
conform to differing state regulations. System updates must 
also be based on software or simple plug-ins because of the 
long life cycle of in-vehicle hardware. Designers can expect a 
host of new challenges as the IVI trend explodes and becomes 
a major factor in new vehicle purchasing decisions.

In the Strategies section of this issue of Embedded Computing 
Design, industry experts dig into the technology details 
and trends that surround the in-vehicle technology market-
place. For example, Giorgio Scuro, General Manager of the 
Automotive Business Unit at Micron Technology, takes a look 
at the growing market for cars and light commercial vehicles 
along with the memory requirements of on-board electronics. 
Interestingly, he asserts that “many car buyers today care more 
about the infotainment technologies embedded in the dash-
board than what’s under the hood.” Addressing IVI systems 
from a different angle, David Kleidermacher, CTO at Green Hills 
Software, and Brad Ballard, Automotive Marketing Manager 
for the OMAP processor team at Texas Instruments, discuss 
the future of Android in vehicle applications. In a question and 
answer session, Rudolf Streif, leader of the Automotive Grade 
Linux Workgroup at the Linux Foundation, talks about tech-
niques for in-vehicle system/software upgrades and averting 
unwanted intrusions, and offers his vision for the future of IVI 
technology. Continuing the discussion, Rick Kreifeldt, Chairman 
and President of the AVnu Alliance, responds to questions on 
the standards and certification tests in place to ensure interop-
erability among IVI system components.

In-vehicle applications are just one example where the com-
plexity of embedded systems and the associated software 
 continues to escalate. In fact, the software development task 

has become the largest element of the typical embedded 
project budget. With huge potential savings on operating soft-
ware, development tools, recurring royalties, and schedules, 
many design teams are now evaluating free-to-download, open 
source software on new embedded projects. To assist in this 
evaluation process, this month’s Software section features an 
open source software article by Bill Weinberg, Senior Director 
at Olliance Consulting, a division of Black Duck Software. His 
in-depth commentary reveals resources and best practices for 
choosing open source software components for embedded 
development.

The increased complexity in embedded devices also changes 
the selection criterion for many system hardware components 
including the processor. Performance requirements, cloud 
connectivity, expanded user interfaces, and new high-speed 
I/O standards stretch the limits for embedded processors. In 
the Silicon section of this issue, David Katz and Rick Gentile 
of Analog Devices take an updated look at processor selec-
tion in the current embedded environment. They delve into 
a wide assortment of evaluation topics including processor 
performance, hardware acceleration, power management, 
security, safety, fault tolerance, software debugging, and 
development aids. 

In addition to the technical design details, this issue also 
includes a guide to the industry’s leading embedded distribu-
tors along with a question and answer session with executives 
from Arrow, Avnet, and Mouser that examines the changing 
face of embedded computing from the distribution point 
of view. 

If you have ideas for future articles and coverage that would 
help in your design efforts, please let us know. Also, if you 
would like to write a technical article or produce an informa-
tion video that would be of interest to other designers, please 
send me an email with a short abstract.

Embedded designers transform in-car technology

Tracking Trends  
   in Embedded Technology

By Warren Webb

@warrenwebb wwebb@opensystemsmedia.com
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Selecting an embedded processor used 
to be a pretty straightforward task. Of 
course, this was back in “the old days,” 
when the focus was on a limited set of 
functions, user interface and connec-
tivity didn’t matter too much, and power 
consumption wasn’t such an overarching 
issue. In today’s realm of converged 
processing, where a single device can 
perform control, signal processing, and 
application-level tasks, there’s a lot more 
to consider (Figure 1). While there are 
too many aspects of the processor selec-
tion process to detail here, let’s examine 
some of the more prominent areas that 
system designers must consider. 

Processor performance
System designers reflexively note the 
 processing speed of a device as a major 
indicator of its performance. This is not  
a bad start, but it’s an incomplete assess-
ment. It is clearly important to evaluate 
the number of instructions a processor 
can perform each second, but also to 
assess the number of operations accom-
plished in each core clock cycle and the 
efficiency of the computation units. And 
it is no longer uncommon to employ 
processors with multiple cores as a way 
of greatly extending the computational 
capabilities of the device (especially 
in the case of homogenous cores) or 
clearly demarcating the control process- 
ing from the signal processing activity 
(often with heterogenous cores). 

Hardware acceleration
Of course, it’s not just about the  processor 
core(s). For execution of well-specified 
functionality, a hardware accelerator is 
almost always the most power-efficient 
method to perform the function it was 
designed to accelerate. One area that can 
make the difference in using the acceler-
ator is how friendly it is to use in a soft-
ware algorithm. For full-algorithm-type 
accelerators, such as an H.264 encoder, 
there usually is not an issue because it’s 
substantially self-contained. However, for 
kernel-type accelerators like an FFT, it can 
be more challenging to use an acceler-
ator within a larger algorithm. Take a look 
at how the hardware function performs 
and how it needs to be configured.

Bandwidth requirements
Bandwidth estimation is a process that’s 
easy to oversimplify, sometimes with 
unfortunate results. All individual data 
flows in the system must be summed 
(with directionality and time window 
taken into account) to ensure that the 
core is capable of completing its data 
processing within the allotted window, 
and that the various processor buses are 
not overloaded, leading to data corrup-
tion or system failure. For example, for 
a video decoder, designers need to first 
account for reading the data that needs 
to be decoded. Then, it is necessary 
to incorporate the many data passes 
required to create the decoded frame 

sequence. This may involve multiple 
buffer transfers between internal and 
external memories. Finally, designers 
must account for the streaming of the 
display buffer to the output device. 

After all data flows are considered, the 
overall system budget needs to be con-
structed. This budget is influenced by 
several factors, including DRAM access 
patterns (and resulting performance 
degradations), internal bus arbitration, 
memory latencies, and so on. 

Power management
The ability to throttle power consumption  
to a level commensurate with temporal 
operating requirements is crucial to pre-
serving battery life, as well as overall 
energy costs in mains-powered systems.  
Processors can offer a wide range of 
options for optimizing an application’s 
power profile. One such feature is 
dynamic power management – the ability 
to adjust core frequency and operating 
voltage to meet a certain performance 
level. Another is the availability of mul-
tiple power modes that turn off various 
unneeded resources, including memo-
ries and peripherals, during certain time 
intervals. System wakeup (through gen-
eral-purpose I/O, a real-time clock, or 
another stimulus) is an integral part of 
this power mode control. Yet another 
degree of flexibility in power manage-
ment is the presence of multiple voltage 

The days are over when selecting a processor was a relatively simple task, in light of today’s converged 
processing paradigm. But examining a few key considerations can ease the decision-making process.

Choosing a processor 
is a multifaceted process
By David Katz and Rick Gentile
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domains for core, I/O, and memories, 
allowing different system components to 
operate at lower voltages when practical. 

Security needs
Over the past several years, processor 
security has become increasingly impor-
tant. Whether or not such a scheme is a 
baseline requirement of a system, it is 
essential to view the security question 
from multiple vantage points before 
deciding on the final direction. Security 
needs usually take the form of platform 
protection, IP security, or data security – 
or some  combination of all three.

Platform protection is needed to ensure 
that only authenticated code is run in the 
application. In other words, must “rogue 
code” be actively prevented from  
running? By “rogue code,” we refer to 
a program that tries to access protected 
information on the processor, or “hijack” 
the processor and gain control of the 
larger system. Platform protection can 
be implemented with a variety of tech-
niques, and there are always trade-offs 
to consider in the selection. As with any 
trade-off, there is a cost implication as 
the protection levels increase. Another 
important consideration is the ease-of-
use of the overall security scheme, both 
in development and in production. 

The ability to authenticate code is also 
critical to securing IP and data. IP security 
requires a way to either encrypt the code 
image brought into the processor for 
execution, or to store this IP internal to 
the processor through embedded flash 
or an internal ROM inaccessible through 

external mechanisms. Some form of 
data security is required to ensure that 
data enters and exits the system without 
being compromised. In some cases, 
especially in lower-end microcontrollers, 
security may be handled completely with 
embedded flash, but on higher-end pro-
cessors, where the application is loaded 
in through a boot loader, the scheme 
may be more complex.

Safety and fault tolerance
There are many applications where safety 
is clearly a main concern, for example, 
an automotive driver assistance system 
or a closed-loop power control system. 
However, currently designers of other 
not-so-obvious applications are starting 
to care more about increasing levels of 
operational robustness. This is especially 
true as processors are built in smaller sili- 
con geometries, such as 28 nm or 40 nm, 
for example, where soft errors in memory 
can impact operations because of natu-
rally occurring events, including alpha 
and gamma particles. During the pro-
cessor selection process, it’s important to 
examine how a processor handles these 
types of errors, as well as how it responds 
to unexpected events in general. What 
steps can it take when an error occurs? 
How does it signal to other system com-
ponents that something has gone wrong?

Debugging capabilities
As applications become more complex, so 
does the development process. Shortcuts 
that worked in the past might not work 
when the number of processor and 
application subcomponents has grown 
exponentially. Consider the system-level 

Figure 1 | Today’s converged processing paradigm makes selecting a processor a more 
complex decision than ever.
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debug of a large software-based system 
that uses an operating system or real-time 
kernel. Do the processor and its tool chain 
have a way to examine the processor 
state without impacting the application? 
Is it possible to profile and trace where 
the processor has been, or to trap on all 
events of interest? All these questions, 
and many more, should be answered 
before becoming comfortable with the 
level of debugging available.

System cost
At times, system designers focus on the 
processor price tag instead of the overall 
system design cost. It is imperative to 
take into account not only the device 
cost itself, but also cost of the supporting 
circuitry required – level translators, 
interface chips, glue logic, and so on. 
Also, package options play a vital role: 
One processor’s package might allow a 
four-layer board design, while another’s 

may necessitate an expensive six- or 
eight-layer board because of routing 
challenges. Finally, don’t overlook the 
value of extra processing headroom 
that can allow for future expandability 
without causing an expensive processor 
change or board spin.

Signal chain
One final note: Processor selection should  
occur in tandem with a study of a system’s  
signal chain requirements. Does the  
processor vendor also sell peripherals 
that connect to the processor? It is often 
advantageous to buy multiple system 
components from the same vendor – for 
interoperability, customer support, and 
overall pricing benefits. 

Ready to choose a processor?
As mentioned, there are many other 
facets to consider during the processor 
selection phase, but the considerations 
described here should provide a good 
basis for embarking on this crucial pro-
cess. Vendors such as Analog Devices 
offer a wide range of processors and 
other  components that meet the des- 
cribed selection criteria.          

David Katz is 
New Processor 
Applications 
Manager at 
Analog Devices, 
Inc. Previously, 
he was a Senior 

Design Engineer at Motorola, Inc., 
in cable modem and automation 
groups. 

Rick Gentile is 
 Director of DSP 
 Applications and 
Systems Engineering 
at Analog Devices, 
Inc. Prior to ADI, he 
held a variety of  

signal processing and embedded  
processing engineering positions.  

Analog Devices, Inc. 
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Open Source Software (OSS) offers 
intelligent systems designers a veritable 
smorgasbord of tools and technology. 
Spanning the entire software stack, from 
boot code and drivers to OSs, executives 
to middleware, and application compo-
nents to development tools, OSS pro-
vides readily available alternatives to both 
legacy commercial software and also to 
in-house code developed from scratch. 

But dining at the open source table is 
not an embedded bean feast – code 
gathered à la carte might not always 
integrate easily to make a well-formed 
“meal.”  While literally millions of OSS 
projects are available on popular forges 
and hubs, developers must take care to 
choose the right technology ingredients 
and tidbits to fit project and intellectual 
property needs.

The following examines resources and  
tools for discovering OSS projects 
and metrics for those projects. It also 
explores factors to consider when choos- 
ing OSS projects and components for 
embedded designs. And it serves up 
heuristic methods for choosing the OSS 
technology most appropriate to real-
world embedded development needs.

Discovering embedded open source
Finding open source software is easy. 
Finding the right piece of OSS can be 

much harder. Luckily, options for finding 
and evaluating OSS are plentiful, and 
come in five categories: search engines, 
hosting sites, individual project sites, 
dedicated OSS discovery tools, and 
embedded platform distributions.

Search engines
Google, Yahoo!, Bing, Baidu, and other 
general-purpose search engines actu-
ally do an okay job at ferreting out OSS 
projects. A quick search on the string 
“open source embedded database,” for 
example, yields a rich mix of references 
and actual project sites and  repositories. 
But while search engines are an okay 
starting point, using them can yield 
 scattershot results.

Hosting sites, foundations 
Another path is to go right to the source 
– the forges and hubs that host mul-
tiple projects. Until a few years ago, 
SourceForge would have been a devel-
oper’s prime destination, with its col-
lection of 450,000 project repositories. 
But today, new projects are likely to find 
homes on GitHub (with 2.4M unique 
repositories), CodePlex (32,000 proj-
ects), Google Code (10,000 projects), 
Gitorious, and a long tail of other sites. 

Yet another type of locale for project 
hosting is the gamut of open source foun-
dation forges – the Apache Foundation, 

CodePlex Foundation, the Eclipse Foun- 
dation, and others. These sites bring 
together usually related bodies of code 
(for example, IDE elements and plug-ins 
for Eclipse) and can boast several hun-
dred hosted projects.

While repository aggregations and 
 foundation sites are searchable by them-
selves, each still constitutes a distinct 
silo; however vast their portfolios may 
be, they don’t cover the entire universe 
of open source. 

Project sites
Some projects eschew the crowded 
forges and build their own dedicated 
Web sites and repositories. These may 
be projects of broad community interest, 
of greater maturity, or merely the result 
of technical vanity. In any case, the main 
challenge is still finding the project, not 
in the relatively limited haystack of a 
forge but in the larger universe of the 
World Wide Web.

Discovery portals and tools – 
The Michelin Guide of OSS
Probably the shortest path to finding and 
also evaluating open source projects lies 
in portals that help developers discover, 
track, and compare open source code 
and the projects behind them. These 
free portals include Ohloh.net (owned 
by Olliance Consulting parent company 

With the smorgasbord of Open Source Software (OSS) available for developers to dine from, it’s vital they 
“eat right” by choosing the OSS compatible with their existing project and IP needs. 

Eating right at  
the open source buffet
By Bill Weinberg
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Black Duck), Google Code Search, and 
others. These services track the full 
gamut of open source software, and 
like the projects they monitor, they are 
themselves open, letting users introduce 
new project repositories for cataloging 
and analysis.

OSS management platform tools also 
exist to help developers discover suit-
able homemade open source as well as 
“in the wild.” At companies with estab-
lished policies for OSS use and deploy-
ment, developers can use these tools to 
peruse directories of vetted/approved 
open source code documented and/or 
maintained by their employers. These 
portfolios can also include code built 
and managed under the umbrella of 
“inner-source” and “corporate source” 
programs. 

Embedded platform distributions – 
Prix fixe meals
If the organization has already committed 
to a prepackaged embedded platform 
distribution – a commercial or commu-
nity-based Linux tool kit, an Android 
SDK, or equivalent – then engineers 
already have a library of applications, 
middleware, and utilities at their finger-
tips. Embedded distributions typically 
comprise 250 to 500 packages, with each 
package containing one or more unique, 
ready-to-use pieces of project code. 
Unlike downloading code directly from 
project sites, embedded distributions 
and SDKs usually include prebuilt ver-
sions of project code, tested and vetted 
for integration compatibility across 
packages. In many cases, these versions 
might not be the latest and greatest,  
and developers might need to turn to the 
original project sites to access the more 
current features and bug fixes. However, 
switching to newer versions of projects, 
while attractive, can break compatibility 
with other code in your stack, and also fall 
outside Service-Level Agreements (SLAs) 
from commercial suppliers.

Evaluating options, refining the 
OSS palate
Finding potentially useful code repre-
sents only half the challenge. Developers 
must also vet discovered code across a 
variety of parameters to determine if it is 
technically and legally viable. Factors 
to consider include code size, lan-
guage, and quality; community history 

and dynamics; software licensing; and 
provenance.

Code size – Legacy embedded designs 
face severe constraints on code size. 
While tumbling DRAM and flash mem-
ory prices have made parsimonious 
provisioning a concern of the past, em - 
bedded software still benefits from 
 compact code. Memory and storage 
eaten up by utility and infrastructure 
code are unavailable for differentiating 
software and for end-user content.

Because OSS starts with source code, 
the memory footprint of a given project  

or software component isn’t always 
obvious. Moreover, today’s device-
based software stacks can contain 
ingredients cooked up in traditional 
compiled/assembled languages 
(C, C++, assembly), byte-code executed 
Java, and scripted/interpreted lan-
guages (PHP, Python, Lua, and so on).

The sites and tools mentioned earlier 
report both the language of projects and 
the Lines of Code (LoC) in each. If a project 
is truly size-sensitive, the best approach 
is to download and build the source 
code to determine actual binary size (or 
just examine the total size of scripted/ 
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interpreted code). Figure 1 uses Ohloh 
reports to compare source code growth 
in three database projects over time.

Language – Implementation language is 
as important as functionality and size. If a 
project is being developed in C, projects 
in Java or Python probably won’t inte-
grate well into the existing or planned 
software stack. 

Code quality – Code quality can prove 
rather difficult to gage. OSS discovery 
portals do report how well commented/
documented OSS projects are. Other 
tools exist to vet the quality of code 
contained within a project, for example, 
open source Sonar and the popular 
Coverity suite.

Community dynamics – Important met-
rics of the health and quality of open 
source projects lie in the size and activity 
of the community behind it. Some hosting 
sites offer historical participation metrics, 
and some sites include contributor data 
and activity over the lifetime of a project. 

Figure 2 uses Ohloh reports to compare 
the waxing and waning of the developer 
community over time for three database 
projects. 

Commit history – Tied to community  
dynamics is the commit history for 
a project – how often are changes 

committed to project repositories, over 
the project lifetime and for recent time-
frames?  In an immature project, change 
can appear to be fast and furious; for 
moribund projects, commits drop away 
to zero. Viable, stable, mature projects 
lie somewhere in between.

Licensing – Dealing with the diver-
sity of open source license types and 
requirements is beyond the scope of 
this article. Of the 2,200+ recognized 
licenses, developers are most likely to 
encounter perhaps a dozen. (See a list 
of the top 20 open source licenses at 
http://osrc.blackducksoftware.com/
data/licenses/; these account for 90 per-
cent of all projects). The most impor-
tant open source licenses are the GNU 
General Public Licenses (GPL, LGPL, 
AGLP), the Apache License (APL), the 
BSD license, the Mozilla Public License 
(MPL), the Eclipse Public License (EPL), 
and a handful of others. Learn more 
about these and others at the Open 
Source Initiative, OpenSource.org.

A larger challenge lies in reconciling 
project licensing with a company’s 
Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) gov-
ernance and compliance programs. 
A related challenge is reconciling the 
requirements of different licenses for 
diverse code integrated into a single 
software stack.

Provenance – Knowing the actual origins 
of code can also help in finding support 

Figure 1 | Comparing code size (LoC) over time for three database projects
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for code, as well as protecting the com-
pany from potential legal challenges. 
Many useful and important projects 
are associated with commercial organi-
zations that help maintain the project 
and provide support for it. Most proj-
ects have a unified copyright (note: the 
Linux kernel does not), and many have 
established processes for determining 

provenance (for example, certificates of 
origin for code submission).

The choosy OSS diner
The goal here has been to serve code-
hungry developers useful pointers for 
discovering, vetting, and ingesting 
open source software. The diversity of 
options and the surfeit of licenses need 

not require a particularly adventuresome 
technology palate – OSS is today truly 
mainstream and it is a rare embedded 
project that does not use and/or 
deploy open source software tools and 
components.

Matching the right OSS technology to 
your project is less like rocket science 
and more like pairing wines and food. 
More time “tasting” OSS will teach you 
where to look for compatible coding 
 languages.         
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Figure 2 | Comparing project contributors over time
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The automotive market is moderately but steadily growing. 
Global car sales rose 6 percent year-on-year in the first half 
of 2012, despite the ongoing headwinds associated with the 
 sovereign debt problems in Western Europe and some mod-
eration in the pace of global economic activity. Global sales 
of passenger cars and light commercial vehicles are expected 
to grow from 78 million units in 2011 to more than 100  million 
units in 2018. In a recent study, Gartner confirmed that 
 electronics are playing a major role in the advancement of auto-
motive technology. Electronic content in cars has been steadily 
increasing since the first digital engine control modules were 
introduced in the ’80s. 

Today, microelectronics enable advanced safety features, 
new information and entertainment services, and greater 
energy efficiency. The electric/electronic share of value 
added to a state-of-the-art vehicle is already at 40 percent for  
traditional, internal combustion engine cars and jumps as 
high as 75 percent for electric or hybrid electric vehicles. This 
trend will accelerate as advances in semiconductor technology 
continue to drive down the cost of various electronic modules 
and subsystems. 

Infotainment is one of the key megatrends fueling the perva-
siveness of microelectronics in cars. Users want to be connected 

and conveniently access their personal content anywhere, any-
time, on all of their devices. The vehicle becomes just another 
node in the network, an extension of the user’s digital and 
social lifestyle (see this article’s lead-in photo). A “connected” 
car is also more comfortable, safer, and energy efficient, having 
early access to important information such as weather reports, 
traffic jams, or road accidents. According to a recent study, 
60 percent of new cars will be connected by 2017. Given this 
scenario, consumer electronic trends are dictating features 
in the car, and the innovation cycle time is becoming shorter 
and shorter. Meanwhile, a key to this automotive infotainment 
innovation is the system’s enabler: memory.

Automotive electronics are memory hungry
The explosive growth of infotainment systems in modern cars 
has a significant impact on the market demand for semicon-
ductor memories. For 2012, the average memory content of a 
car was estimated to be around US$12.8, ranging from US$2.0 
for low-end models to more than US$100 for fully equipped 
luxury vehicles. As a result, the total available market value 
for semiconductor memories in automotive applications 
is expected to reach a Compounded Annual Growth Rate 
(CAGR) of more than 9 percent from 2011 to 2015, well above 
the overall CAGR for the total memory semiconductor market, 
which is less than 7 percent.

High-end electronics provide drivers and passengers with in-car navigation and entertainment and 
information delivered over a wireless network. In fact, many car buyers today care more about the 
infotainment technologies embedded in the dashboard than what’s under the hood. This phenomenon 
is requiring additional storage space for rich multimedia data and advanced software and applications 
and is driving an explosive growth of both volatile and nonvolatile memories. Embedded multimedia 
cards are helping meet this demand in today’s memory-hungry automotives.

Automotive industry:  
Innovation driven by electronics
By Giorgio Scuro
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Managed NAND: Ideal solution for car infotainment
New memory solutions, specifically tailored for automotive 
infotainment systems, are needed to provide additional storage 
space for rich infotainment multimedia data and advanced 
software and applications. An example is the embedded mul-
timedia card device, a nonvolatile memory option (Figure 1). It 
has all the features needed to support navigation and infotain-
ment applications such as detailed 3D maps, traffic monitoring, 
meteorological information, car radio and multimedia, e-call, 
and voice recognition. Embedded multimedia card memory is 
a standardized version of the “managed NAND” memory archi-
tecture. It is essentially a module based on a bank of nonvolatile 

NAND flash devices and is internally managed by an ad hoc 
microcontroller (Figure 2). 

Figure 1 | Close-up of an embedded multimedia card device: 
top side view with bonding wires. The package contains 
everything needed to fully manage the memory independently 
from the NAND technology inside.

Figure 2 | Schematic diagram of a traditional NAND memory 
compared to a managed NAND chip that already integrates 
intelligent functions and an ad hoc microcontroller for easier 
interface with the host processor.
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The primary advantage to the user is that an embedded 
 multimedia card’s memory is fully managed and independent 
from the NAND technology inside. As NAND flash geometries 
shrink, the technology becomes more complex to manage in 
terms of dealing with increased Error Correction Code (ECC) 
requirements, wear leveling, and bad block management. 
NAND flash is also variable in terms of road-map changes 
that require updates to software and perhaps even at the 
controller level. 

Embedded multimedia card memory is backward compatible 
and has a standard interface so that changes to the NAND are 
transparent to the application. This means that developers 
don’t have to bother with dedicated software to manage 
the complexity of NAND flash. Embedded multimedia card 
memory uses standard interfaces, and functions are geared to 
match JEDEC specifications. 

Micron Technology, for example, provides a wide range of 
densitiesofitsEmbeddedMultiMediaCard(e•MMC),4GBto
64 GB, with an integrated 16-bit NAND controller that offers 
more robust management and memory optimization com-
pared to discrete NAND devices. An evolution toward 256 GB  
modules has already been defined. The next step will be the 
development of higher-density managed NAND memory 

solutions like Solid State Drive (SSD) modules and higher- 
performance32-bitmicrocontrollers.AllofMicron’se•MMC
devices are available in JEDEC-standard 100-ball, 1 mm pitch 
and 153-ball/169-ball, 0.5 mm pitch BGA packages, easing the 
design and validation process that is  critical to the fast pace of 
product development in the  automotive segment. 

An answer to automotive application needs
Quality is an important factor for the rapidly innovative in-vehicle  
infotainment electronics market, and memory is the backbone 
of this segment where semiconductor products must meet spe-
cific automotive-grade certifications. Accordingly, embedded 
multimedia cards have special features to meet automotive 
requirements, such as dedicated test pads for failure analysis. 
The NAND devices inside these modules can be accessed 
without going through the controller, enabling a full and com-
prehensive check of the memory bank. 

e•MMCdevicesarefullyoperationalat-40°Cto+85°Cso
that data written into the memory at the lowest end of the 
 temperature range is still valid when read at peak temperature, 
and vice versa. Power-loss protection is another advantage. 
And in the final analysis, embedded multimedia cards help 
enable a rich infotainment experience – and a safe ride – for 
driver and passengers.          

All market data and statistics in this document are estimates 
and evaluations by Micron Technology, based on publicly 
available sources and internal intelligence.

Giorgio Scuro is General Manager, 
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Android represents a compelling choice 
for automotive infotainment systems. As 
the most popular and fastest-growing 
mobile Operating System (OS) – com-
prising two-thirds of worldwide smart-
phone shipments1 – automotive OEMs 
see Android as the means to provide 
the best possible multimedia experi-
ences. Android provides standardized 
interfaces for accelerated graphics, 
audio, wireless networking, Bluetooth 
technology, USB, and more, enabling 
applications to easily harness the power 
of these hardware facilities. OEMs see 
Android as a means of leveraging con-
sumers’ familiarity with mobile devices 
to improve the automotive experience. 

The availability of the Android open-
source infotainment platform comes at 
a time when OEMs are taking more con-
trol over the digital infrastructure in cars. 
The traditional model of outsourcing the 
entire infotainment system to Tier 1 com-
ponent suppliers is being replaced (at 

least at some OEMs, to varying extents) 
with an approach in which the OEM 
chooses the operating system, develop-
ment environment, and microprocessor 
platform and even performs a signifi-
cant amount of software development. 
Tier 1s are asked to build hardware and 
provide application and driver work, but 
the OEM owns the architecture. Android 
provides the control that OEMs require 
in this new world. But while these advan-
tages are attractive to OEMs, Android 
also poses some challenges when it 
comes to multiprocessor-enabled, con-
solidated in-vehicle systems that tuck 
safety- and security-critical applications 
and infotainment applications all into a 
single system; however, virtualization is 
effectively conquering these challenges.

Challenges with Android in the car
In 2012, for the first time in its 26-year 
history, the J.D. Power Auto Quality 
Study found that the infotainment 
system is now the biggest source of 

problems in new cars. Therefore, OEMs 
are justifiably concerned with the reli-
ability, stability, and security of Android. 

Android’s extremely large source code 
base coupled with its open source devel-
opment model results in extreme churn 
– literally thousands of edits per day 
across Android and its underlying Linux 
kernel. This guarantees a steady flow of 
vulnerabilities. A quick search of the U.S. 
CERT National Vulnerability Database 
turns up numerous vulnerabilities of 
varying severity for in-vehicle infotain-
ment systems. Here is a sampling of the 
worst offenders:

 › CVE-2012-4190: allows remote 
attackers to cause a denial of service 
or execute arbitrary code

 › CVE-2011-0680: allows remote 
attackers to read SMS messages 
intended for other recipients

 › CVE-2010-1807: allows remote 
attackers to execute arbitrary code

Android has its share of benefits and challenges when it comes to automotive infotainment systems. 
One such challenge is that of the emergence of mixed-criticality systems comprising both infotainment 
and safety-/security-critical systems, enabled by high-performance multicore processors. To face this 
challenge: Try virtualization.

The future of  
Android in vehicles
By David Kleidermacher and Brad Ballard

1.   www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS23818212#.UMtZQY5gkjM
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 › CVE-2009-2999, -2656: allows 
remote attackers to cause a denial 
of service (application restart and 
network disconnection)

 › CVE-2009-1754: allows remote 
attackers to access application data

 › CVE-2009-0985, -0986: buffer 
overflows allow remote attackers 
to execute arbitrary code

We point these particular vulnerabilities 
out because they fall into the highest 
severity category of remote exploit-
ability. They are used by hackers to root 
Android phones and tablets, and auto-
motive manufacturers want to ensure 
that the same vulnerabilities do not 
threaten Android- or Linux-based info-
tainment systems.

Another concern with Android is driver/
passenger safety. Automotive elec-
tronics architecture is in the midst of a 
major trend reversal: Instead of adding 
more and more processors for new 
functions, disparate functions are being 
consolidated into a smaller number of 
high-performance multicore processors 
in order to reduce size, weight, power, 

and component/wiring cost. Processor  
consolidation is leading safety-critical 
systems to be integrated with infotain-
ment. The consolidation trend is aided  
by next-generation, performance-efficient  
multicore processor platforms, such 
as the “Jacinto” and OMAP processor 
families including TI’s OMAP 5 plat-
form, which offers a dual-core, power-
efficient ARM Cortex-A15 processing 
architecture.

Additionally, such mixed-criticality system 
consolidation, for example, includes 
OEMs looking to host real-time clusters, 
rear-view cameras, and Advanced Driver 
Assistance Systems (ADAS) within the 
center stack computer. Next-generation 
Android infotainment systems must 
ensure that applications and multimedia 
seamlessly interact with safety functions, 
and pose no risks to passengers. 

Meeting safety- and security-critical 
challenges 
OEMs cannot depend on Android to 
control all aspects of next-generation 
infotainment systems. Android cannot 
boot fast enough, cannot guarantee 

real-time response for protocols such 
as CAN, and is not reliable enough for 
safety-critical functions such as ADAS 
and integrated clusters. OEMs need a 
system architecture in which Android and 
its applications can peacefully coexist 
with real-time, critical applications.

A number of OEMs are looking to virtual-
ization as the solution to next-generation 
infotainment system architecture. With a 
specialized form of real-time hypervisor, 
the platform can host Android within 
a virtual machine alongside, but safely  
isolated from, lightweight applications 
that use open standard APIs to perform 
real-time, safety- and security-critical 
functions, such as automatically applying 
the brakes when a child is detected by 
the car’s back-up camera.

One example of such a hypervisor 
is Green Hills Software’s INTEGRITY 
Multivisor, built upon the INTEGRITY 
separation kernel, used extensively in 
automotive infotainment and other mis-
sion-critical applications. With this kind 
of virtualization solution, the infotain-
ment computer can achieve astounding 
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boot times measured in milliseconds, to handle instant-on tasks such as responding to 
CAN messages – including adjusting seat controls or reporting a transmission error – 
and bringing up the rear-view camera. With a platform that enables this mixed- 
criticality architecture, OEMs can reduce size, weight, power, and cost in the electronic 
infrastructure while taking advantage of the latest Android bells and whistles.

Applying this hypervisor architecture to the aforementioned system – consisting of the 
main infotainment OS and safety-critical applications for rear-view camera and driver 
information cluster  – results in the architecture shown in Figure 1.

In addition to previously mentioned safety applications, security-critical functions 
can be partitioned from Android, enabling a form of security retrofit to an otherwise 
vulnerable environment. The transmission of sensitive information – such as a per-
sonal contact book or garage door code – over vehicular networks and the storage 
of private consumer or OEM data within Android’s storage system can be hardened 
using the hypervisor as shown in Figure 2.

Android has a powerful standardized sensor capability, with support for acceleration, 
magnetometer, temperature, gravity, gyroscope, touch proximity, and light detec-
tion. These features are incredibly important in both safety and infotainment  systems. 
Automotive app developers can use these standard APIs to detect conditions in 
which certain applications or services should be inhibited. Android’s standard vibra-
tion and sound APIs, for example, can be used to provide the driver with haptic and 
audio feedback when visualization is discouraged. In a virtualized environment, the 
hypervisor must be capable of safely multiplexing peripherals that are needed by the 
Android environment and critical applications.

The promising road ahead
Android represents a tremendous opportunity for automotive OEMs to leverage the 
latest and greatest consumer electronics technology for an enhanced driver and pas-
senger experience while providing a maximum level of control and customization. 

Figure 1 | Virtualization architecture for Android infotainment systems

Strategies | In-Vehicle Infotainment 
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OEMs must be prepared to develop in-house Android expertise to bridge the gap 
between what the open source Android ecosystem provides and what is practically 
needed to develop a comprehensive infotainment system and cloud-based app store 
and services environment. 

Automotive electronics require a systems software architecture that enables an 
Android infotainment stack to be delivered with the reliability, safety, and real-time 
performance that OEMs and consumers demand, particularly in light of the consolida-
tion trend. The combination of virtualization and powerful multicore processors can 
help realize this vision.          

David Kleidermacher, Chief Technology Officer, joined 
Green Hills Software in 1991 and is responsible for technology 
strategy, platform planning, and solutions design. He is a leading 
authority in systems software and security, including secure 
operating systems, virtualization technology, and the application 
of high-robustness security engineering principles to solve 
computing infrastructure problems. David earned his Bachelor 

of Science in Computer Science from Cornell University.

Brad Ballard is an Automotive Marketing Manager for the OMAP processor 
team at Texas Instruments Incorporated (TI), responsible for expanding TI’s 
OMAP and “Jacinto” processor footprint in the automotive infotainment market. 
With more than 20 years of automotive infotainment experience, Brad helps 
TI’s customers and partners unlock new possibilities by bringing best-in-class 
processors to infotainment applications. Brad holds Bachelor’s and Master’s 
degrees in Electrical Engineering from Purdue University.

Green Hills Software 
www.ghs.com/products/rtos/integrity_virtualization.html

Follow:      in    

Texas Instruments Incorporated (TI) 
www.ti.com

Follow:     BLOG   f     in   

Figure 2 | Security retrofit to Android using virtualization
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Certification ensures 
a smooth ride for in-vehicle  
audio/video streaming

With the increasing number and variety of infotainment applications being crammed into cars today, 
interoperability is becoming vitally important to guarantee that in-vehicle systems function reliably 
and deliver the anticipated user experience. Rick shares how the AVnu Alliance is helping ensure that 
all parts of the in-vehicle system work together consistently by maintaining a certification program 
for Audio Video Bridging (AVB) protocols and collaborating with the GENIVI Alliance on defining  
In-Vehicle Infotainment (IVI) specifications based on open-source technologies.

ECD: Provide an overview of the AVnu Alliance and its 
benefits to in-vehicle systems designers.
KREIFELDT: The AVnu Alliance certifies Audio Video Bridging 
(AVB) devices for interoperability. Member companies rep-
resent a broad swath of automotive technology – including 
OEMs, middleware, and silicon suppliers – along with compa-
nies in professional audio, video, and consumer electronics. By 
certifying AVB protocols, we provide a marketable assurance 
that AVnu-certified devices will interoperate. The AVnu Alliance 
helps foster a new networking ecosystem to offer member 
manufacturers and their customers practical advantages over 
legacy and proprietary systems in streaming A/V content.

Interoperability is particularly important in the automotive 
market. As in-vehicle systems get more complex, the number 
of components being integrated is increasing, which means 
more testing is needed to ensure that all parts of the system 
will interoperate. Working with the AVnu Alliance through the 
certification program eliminates system integration challenges 
and provides assurance that all parts of the complex network 
will communicate with each other. Also, the increasing number 
of applications in vehicles – such as infotainment, safety, and 
multiple cameras – is demanding cross-domain communica-
tions. Automotive systems designed with multiple applications 
rely on seamless communication to operate properly. This is a 
driving force behind the need for a reliable and standardized 
network infrastructure. 

AVnu Alliance is essentially a one-stop shop for specifying 
interoperability. We’re spending hundreds of thousands of dol-
lars on sophisticated compliance and testing, which no com-
pany could do on its own. Our certification program removes 
the guesswork by ensuring device interoperability and allows 
users of AVnu-certified AVB devices to implement end-to-end 
A/V networks that are much easier and less expensive to install. 

ECD: What are the goals and objectives of the recently 
announced agreement between AVnu Alliance and GENIVI 
Alliance regarding IVI systems?

KREIFELDT: AVnu Alliance and GENIVI Alliance are working 
together to align software Ethernet requirements for In-Vehicle-
Infotainment (IVI) and related applications. This initiative fur-
thers the efforts of both alliances in supporting compliance and 
interoperability through open-source technology. GENIVI has 
a large ecosystem and is a crucial part of the growing open-
source movement. Because GENIVI does not standardize all 
software components, AVnu fills in the networking layer.

By working together, our organizations can share information 
to further collaborate on and define IVI specifications based on 
open-source platforms. Infotainment is rapidly changing and 
expanding, and now covers many types of vehicle entertain-
ment applications including music, news, multimedia, naviga-
tion, telephony, and Internet services.

For automotive manufacturers planning to use AVnu-certified 
devices and the GENIVI platform, our joint agreement gives 
them the confidence that certified devices will interoperate and 
integrate seamlessly. When combining the open platform of the 
GENIVI system with Ethernet-based control and A/V streaming, 
the alliances will foster the next level of interoperability and 
integration between in-vehicle applications.

ECD: What technical standards or certification tests do you 
provide to ensure interoperability among IVI systems?
KREIFELDT: AVB is a suite of open standards designed specifi-
cally for the networked transport of audio and video media. The 
IEEE developed AVB because Ethernet as it existed at the time 
was not suitable for the demanding needs of A/V networking. 
AVB protocols include Precision Time Protocol (IEEE 802.1AS), 
Traffic Shaping (IEEE 802.1Q-2012 Clause 34 – FQTSS), Stream 
Reservation Protocol (IEEE 802.1Q-2012 Clause 35 – SRP), and 
AVB Configuration Protocol (IEEE 1722.1 – DECC), as well as 
standardized formats for audio and video (IEEE 1722 – AVTP 
and IEEE 1733).

While an organization like the IEEE is great at developing 
standards, guaranteeing interoperability and certifying 
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conformance to those standards are not part of their charter. 
It is in the AVB certification process that the AVnu Alliance 
plays a strong role. Devices must pass testing criteria at an 
independent testing laboratory to bear an AVnu certification 
logo. AVnu certification is the last piece of the puzzle assuring 
that the multiple benefits of AVB are deployed in interoper-
able products in the marketplace, ultimately improving the end 
user’s experience.

Some AVB protocols are particularly significant for the automo-
tive industry. Predictability and reliability are critical for complex 
automobile networks. One way to provide this is through Stream 
Reservation Protocol (SRP), which works with traffic shaping to 
prioritize media data over non-media data. With these mecha-
nisms we can also address low latency. Utilizing AVB protocols, 
all parts of the network communicate with each other to reliably 
stream critical media data without interruptions. 

Another important protocol is Precision Time Protocol (PTP), 
which provides an accurate and achievable common time 
base. Utilizing PTP makes distributed A/V systems possible 
by allowing separate signals to be transmitted and resynchro-
nized. PTP also allows multiple streams to sync with each other. 
The AVB network supports multiple independent media sample 
rates, as the destination device will sync to the corresponding 
source device. 

All of these AVB protocols are supported by AVnu Alliance and 
relate to the functionality of IVI. AVnu certification of these 

protocols provides a reliable network and assurance that all 
devices will interoperate seamlessly.

ECD: Looking ahead, what changes and technical 
advances in IVI systems can we expect in the next 
few years?
KREIFELDT: Designers of IVI systems are introducing innova-
tive products all the time such as gesture control, eye tracking, 
surround view, and more. But these applications groan under 
the weight and high cost of the cabling necessary to deploy 
them. Video applications in particular are struggling with this 
problem. This is why an Ethernet-based AVB network with 
interoperable AVnu-certified devices is critical for realizing the 
full potential of IVI systems. 

A converged Ethernet backbone is needed for increased 
networking between infotainment systems, active safety 
devices, engine control, and other car systems. Interoperable,  
AVnu-certified devices will enable the automotive market to 
capitalize on new opportunities and innovations.          

Rick Kreifeldt is Chairman and President of AVnu Alliance, 
as well as VP of Research and Innovation at HARMAN 
International.

AVnu Alliance 
admin@AVnu.org • www.AVnu.org
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The Linux Foundation is revving up deployment of its widely used operating system by launching 
the Automotive Grade Linux Work Group to advance automotive system development through 
collaboration between the Linux and open-source communities and the automotive industry. 
Rudolf explains how the project will fuel in-vehicle technology innovation by developing a reference 
platform that meets the automotive industry’s needs for connectivity and long-term viability.

ECD: What is the Automotive Grade 
Linux (AGL) Work Group, and what 
are its objectives?
STREIF: The AGL Project was created 
in response to demand from Linux 
Foundation members in the automotive 
industry – members like Toyota, Jaguar 
Land Rover, HARMAN, and others. It 
is a collaboration platform that fosters 
the adoption of Linux and open-source 
software for automotive applications. 
The project’s scope includes but is not 
limited to the development and support 
of a reference Linux Operating System 
(OS) software stack, selection and 
verification of reference hardware for 
that OS stack, development and build 
processes and tools for Linux systems, 
middleware and applications for auto-
motive systems, education and tools for 
open-source compliance, and supply 
chain management. The project pro-
vides a full Linux OS stack for in-vehicle 
applications and related processes, 
tools, and documentation to implement 
a reference design meeting automotive 
requirements.

ECD: Why was the Tizen platform 
selected for vehicle-based Linux 
applications?
STREIF: Tizen In-Vehicle Infotainment 
(IVI) is a good starting point for AGL. It 
offers technology on top of which the 
group can build and innovate for the 
automotive industry. The platform also 
provides the necessary operating base 
infrastructure and incorporates essential 
software packages for embedded con-
nected devices. 

AGL is leveraging existing efforts and 
adding value to them. AGL work will be 
done in upstream open-source projects, 
and Tizen IVI is one of many possible 
ways to integrate these projects into a 
fully functional OS stack. Carmakers and 
their suppliers are free to choose the 
integration form that best fits their tech-
nical and business requirements.

ECD: With the typical automobile 
lifespan measured in decades, how 
can embedded in-vehicle computer 
systems keep up with the rapid 
changes in technology?
STREIF: The short answer is: with Linux 
and collaborative development. No other 
OS or development model can support 
the long-term needs of carmakers. The 
massive community and multiple ven-
dors supporting this ecosystem ensure 
long-term support. This is why carmakers 
are flocking to Linux and open-source 
software to support their technology 
requirements. The goal of AGL is to keep 
pace with quickly evolving technologies 
by developing and integrating them. The 
AGL stack provides the most cutting-
edge technical features for engineers 
to experience and evaluate up-to-date 
technologies. To accommodate 10-plus 
years of the typical automotive product 
life cycle, AGL will cooperate with The 
Linux Foundation’s Long-Term Support 
Initiative for the Linux kernel (http://ltsi.
linuxfoundation.org). The AGL software 
stack will also include sophisticated  
software for over-the-air software and 
firmware updates as well as remote 
device and software management. This 

will allow carmakers to update and main-
tain in-vehicle software remotely, pro-
viding vehicle owners with a great user 
experience over the vehicle’s lifespan.

An AGL Expert Group will actively drive 
the connectivity and cloud services 
domain. With services provided by the 
cloud, the constant need for software 
updates becomes less of an issue.

ECD: Since cloud connectivity is at 
the center of in-vehicle designs, what 
security technologies are available to 
avert unwanted intrusions?
STREIF: Security is a major priority of 
AGL. There are several areas that need 
to be addressed: platform integrity, user 
privacy and user data protection, and 
digital rights management and con-
ditional access to third-party content. 
Security will be designed into AGL hard-
ware and software platforms, which will 
utilize cryptographic hardware and soft-
ware to secure the platform, data, and 
content. For instance, software, including  
but not limited to third-party applications,  
will need to be signed for authenticity 
and encrypted before delivery. User data 
such as location information will be sent 
encrypted over secure connections to 
cloud services to prevent attacks. User 
data stored on the device such as phone 
directories will be secured so that only 
the authorized user can access it.

ECD: What is your vision for the 
future of in-vehicle infotainment 
technology, and what challenges 
stand in the way?

Integrating Linux into automotive 
systems for the long haul
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STREIF: Our vision is to accelerate in-
vehicle system technology development 
by creating a collaboration platform 
for the industry to leverage Linux and 
open source for product development. 
The possibilities are endless, and many 
new services and business models are 
expected to arise. For vehicle drivers, 
we envision services such as updated 
road information directly retrieved from 
sensors that instrument the roads, intel-
ligent traffic management systems that 
direct drivers around traffic jams using 
different routes according to actual road 
load, vehicle-to-vehicle communication 
to alert of potential hazards, and energy 
management for electric cars. For pas-
sengers, we see live content from the 
Internet, plus video on demand for 
movies, live television, office applica-
tions, and more. The connected car will 
be an integrated part of the consumer 
lifestyle just like the smartphone is today. 
Users will have the ability to seamlessly 
access cloud content as well as continue 
to watch television shows moving from 
the home to the car.

Ultimately, the connected car will require  
an infrastructure to support it, and without  

it will remain nothing but a vision. 
However, building and maintaining an 
infrastructure is costly. Public and pri- 
vate entities will have to invest large 
sums, and eventually consumers will 
have to foot the bill in one way or 
another. Only open systems and open 
interfaces will be able to create the nec-
essary economies of scale and network 
effects that will make the investment 
worthwhile. 

Open does not mean that access and 
content are free; the truth is far from it, 
but open does mean interoperability. 
No matter where the road takes us, we’ll 
want ubiquitous access to our favorite 
content and services.          

Rudolf Streif is Director of Embedded 
Solutions at the Linux Foundation and 
chair of the Automotive Grade Linux 
Work Group.

Linux Foundation 
rudolf.streif@linuxfoundation.org 
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Arrow Electronics (www.arrow.com) is a global provider of products, services, and solutions to industrial and 
commercial users of electronic components and enterprise computing solutions. Arrow serves as a supply 
channel partner for more than 120,000 Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), contract manufacturers, 
and commercial customers through a global network of more than 390 locations in 53 countries.

ECD: As a major component supplier to OEMs, what are 
the most significant changes and trends that you see in the 
embedded marketplace?
ARMSTRONG: Intel has been saying for 30 years that com-
panies will stop doing proprietary designs and move to COTS 
[Commercial Off-the-Shelf] products. We now are seeing a 
substantial amount of customers doing just that. We also are 
seeing many customers – especially startups – investing their 
time and money into their software and instead outsourcing 
their hardware design and integrations. And Arrow is filling 
this need on a global basis. With our seven integration  centers  
around the world and our global logistics services, we are 
helping our customers get to market as quickly and as cost-
effectively as possible. 

In addition, there is clear movement toward more power- 
efficient systems and platforms. More densely populated, 
 multinode servers; lower-power, multiple processor designs for 
higher performance; and, in many cases, designs that create 
much smaller footprints are being implemented.

ECD: What is your assessment of the worldwide market 
conditions for embedded technology, and how does it 
affect your business development plans?
ARMSTRONG: Considering the challenging economic condi-
tions that are present at the macro level around the world, our 
customers are reporting growth in most regions of the world. 
Arrow is continuing to make investments in our embedded 
 business both in the Americas and in Europe. There is a 
 tremendous amount of new design work taking place.

ECD: In which market segment and geographic area do 
you foresee the fastest growth for embedded products?
ARMSTRONG: Our customers in the Americas and Europe 
alike are reporting that they are seeing growth, particularly 
those in the aerospace and defense, industrial control, and 
appliance spaces. (Currently we do not have a significant 
embedded business in Asia.) Although the medical segment 
has been strong for years, customers in that market appear to 
be focused on digesting the impact of “Obamacare’s” excise 

tax on their continuing ability to fund research and develop-
ment at the levels they have in the past.

Additionally, OEMs are transitioning to branded products 
from HP, IBM, and Dell to carry their intellectual property. It 
often proves to be much more cost effective for them and 
can give them the advantage of worldwide service and on-site 
support that normally might be out of reach financially. With 
embedded system manufacturer partners such as Advantech, 
Kontron, Emerson, Radisys, Aaeon, BCM, and others – and 
with customers also using our branded partners such as Dell, 
HP, and IBM – Arrow’s OEM Computing Solutions organization 
can assist with any of these embedded applications. 

ECD: What seminar, educational events, and/or 
online support do you offer to help designers keep  
up-to-date on the latest embedded products and 
technologies?
ARMSTRONG: Arrow offers locally organized seminars 
 targeting specific vertical markets and technologies. These 
are conducted at various times throughout the year in all sales 
regions. Multiple suppliers presenting complementary technol-
ogies that meet the needs of specific verticals including digital 
signage and communications, network security, streaming 
video and voice delivery, and market-specific OEM systems are 
featured. We also work closely with key suppliers to present 
joint product-specific webinars designed to provide attendees 
with the most current embedded technology road maps and 
product releases.

Additionally, Arrow provides many online tools to help our 
 customers keep up-to-date on the latest embedded products 
and technologies. The tools are constantly being updated to 
allow customers to not only gather information on new efforts 
but also to manage and track projects they currently are 
working on. In addition to webinars and seminars, we partner 
with suppliers on specific campaigns to educate not only our 
customers but the industry in general on new product offer-
ings and technology advances through direct marketing and 
telemarketing efforts.

Brian Armstrong
Vice President and General Manager, OEM Computing Solutions, 
at Arrow Electronics Inc. 
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Avnet Electronics Marketing is an operating group of Phoenix-based 
Avnet, Inc. that serves Electronic Original Equipment Manufacturers (EOEMs) 

and Electronic Manufacturing Services (EMS) providers in more than 70 countries, distributing electronic 
components from leading manufacturers and providing associated design-chain and supply-chain services. 
The group’s website is located at www.em.avnet.com.

ECD: As a major component supplier to OEMs, what 
are the most significant changes and trends that you see 
in the embedded marketplace?
KOSTALNICK: Over the past few years, we have seen our 
 customers incorporate higher degrees of technology con- 
solidation: More hardware and software elements are being 
housed together within a smaller form factor, whether it is 
board-level or server. In their applications, there is a greater 
need for connectivity – especially wireless – and more sophis-
tication in the way people engage or interface with their 
applications. As consumer products become more mobile in 
nature coupled with the personal interaction this enables, the 
extension into industrial applications such as medical or retail 
applications like point-of-sale or digital signage advertising is 
quickly following suit. 

Another trend we see is the need to deploy solutions in a con-
sistent and seamless manner globally. Our customers expect 
us to provide the same level of service and support around the 
globe in sync with their business objectives. We believe part of 
our value comes from our ability to build and support our cus-
tomers’ products wherever their customers are buying them.

ECD: What is your assessment of the worldwide market 
conditions for embedded technology, and how does it 
affect your business development plans?
KOSTALNICK: The uncertainties across the macro economy 
are impacting the embedded space just as they affect the bal-
ance of the technology supply chain. Unique to the embedded 
space is that current conditions are causing our customers to 
rethink their business models and their product development 
processes. OEMs are looking to replace in-house hardware 
and software development at the board level with Commercial 
Off-the-Shelf (COTS) solutions built on industry standards or 
software using proven development platforms. To support 
this, Avnet Embedded has created several new service models 
to augment our customers’ resources. For example, Avnet 
Embedded software services group provides software support 
from the BIOS to the operating system, drivers, middleware, 
and the application layer.

ECD: In which market segment and geographic area do 
you foresee the fastest growth for embedded products?

KOSTALNICK: Embedded technologies are becoming more 
pervasive everywhere. Areas that are experiencing espe-
cially high growth rates include the deployment of digital 
sign age (whether in a retail space or other venues such as an 
airport or hospital), IT infrastructure in support of the cloud 
(especially when it relates to energy efficiency and storage 
optimization), and mobile computing. Over the past year, 
Avnet Embedded has successfully deployed solutions across 
multiple markets including areas like quick-serve restaurants – a 
place you would never have expected to see us five years ago. 

From a regional perspective, we are seeing more embedded 
opportunities in Asia, especially in China. There is incredible  
demand for data center infrastructure: The recent announce-
ment of a memo of understanding signed between the 
government of China and Avnet to provide data center 
server integration services is a great example of the oppor- 
tunities there.

The other area we are experiencing steady growth in is Brazil. 
Brazil has a rapidly growing middle class with ever-increasing 
needs for expanded infrastructure including Internet, health-
care services, and commercial development. Avnet Embedded 
is meeting this need by providing local market experts, in 
country, and is an established legal entity enabling customers 
quick access to the market without having to go through the 
legal and logistics processes themselves. 

ECD: What seminar, educational events, and/or online 
support do you offer to help designers keep up-to-date 
on the latest embedded products and technologies?
KOSTALNICK: Keeping our customers informed on the newest 
technologies across the embedded spectrum is one piece of 
the overall training and support Avnet Embedded provides. To 
accomplish this, we use a combination of face-to-face meet-
ings, local technical seminars, videos, webinars, virtual forums, 
online knowledge repositories, and technical call centers.

A recent example of the unique, interactive technical training 
we offer customers is our Virtual Solid State Drive (SSD) 
Forum. The forum is an online repository of technical training 
and industry analyst updates, all focused on SSD technology  
and trends. 

Chuck Kostalnick
Senior Vice President, Avnet Embedded 
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Mouser Electronics is a global distributor for semiconductors and electronic 
components. Mouser stocks a wide selection of the newest technologies with 
more than 3 million products online from 450+ leading manufacturers. Mouser has 

19 locations worldwide to provide local service and ships to more than 400,000 customers in 170 countries.

ECD: As a major component supplier to OEMs, what are 
the most significant changes and trends that you see in the 
embedded marketplace?
RASOR: Some of the more common trends we see are related 
to an increase in wireless connectivity to the cloud and very 
low-power processing and operation. 

Advancements and innovations in mobilization and miniatur-
ization from the consumer products such as tablets and smart-
phones are finding their way into almost every end-equipment 
segment. It’s been estimated that within two years, more 
than 30 percent of all patient-monitoring equipment will be 
portable with a wireless interface rather than a cable. Many 
building automation systems now use ultra-low-power sensor 
networks in conjunction with wireless networking of all types, 
even including connections to the ubiquitous smartphone. 

The capabilities and ease of adoption are there and value keeps 
increasing, so we will see more and more embedded control in 
all things – this will create more products and services than ever 
before. With more new components being released, design 
engineers want help selecting from the vast array of new prod-
ucts with good support, fast delivery of information, and quick 
access to the development tools required.

ECD: What is your assessment of the worldwide market 
conditions for embedded technology, and how does it 
affect your business development plans? 
RASOR: The technologies driving embedded designs are one 
of the primary reasons we saw growth in 2012 and maintain a 
positive outlook on 2013. Despite the current global economic 
climate, we saw tremendous growth in the number of customers 
purchasing embedded modules, embedded development tools, 
embedded processors, and RF components. We don’t see any 
reason to change our business plan. We will continue to focus on 
the design engineer by the rapid introduction of our suppliers’ 
newest products, and simplifying engineers’ purchase decisions 
through increased online technical resources, a broad product 
selection, and the newest technology to choose from.

ECD: In which market segment and geographic area do 
you foresee the fastest growth for embedded products?
RASOR: The focus of the design engineers that we serve shows 
a great deal of interest in wireless, embedded processing/ 
controls, and the peripheral products that support the sensing and  
power management of their designs. This activity crosses many 

market segments like communications, industrial, transportation, 
building automation, medical, energy, and so on. The obvious 
growth areas will be related to the mobilization and wireless inte-
gration of machine-to-machine processes and infrastructure.

In the design business we see growth in all regions, but especially 
in Europe and Asia, where the design engineering customer  
base has historically lacked the support and service they need. 
We will continue to grow our international footprint, and add 
people focusing on localized technical and customer support 
in addition to our truly global website tailored to each region’s 
currency, language, and product focus.

ECD: What seminar, educational events, and/or online 
support do you offer to help designers keep up-to-date on 
the latest embedded products and technologies?
RASOR: To keep designers up-to-date on the latest embedded 
products, we have recently enhanced our Newest Products and 
Applications & Technologies sites on Mouser.com to make the 
research process quicker and easier than ever.

The Newest Products site highlights one of Mouser’s major 
strengths: the rapid launch of the newest products and devel-
opment tools from top manufacturers of embedded products 
such as Texas Instruments, Altera, Maxim Integrated, and 
Murata. Engineers and buyers can search by product cate-
gory or by manufacturer, and view a single-page overview of 
a particular product. From there, the engineer can download 
datasheets, application notes, and other technical resources 
and purchase parts to help speed their time to market (see  
www.mouser.com/new).

The Applications & Technologies area on Mouser.com is focused 
on market segments and new technologies such as lighting, 
medical, industrial, and RF wireless. This brand-new site high-
lights solutions using block-diagram navigation for easy viewing 
of recommended products for specific system functions. Other 
technical resources include articles covering industry trends and 
embedded design issues. Plus, application notes, tutorials, white 
papers, videos, and other solution-based content are available 
to aid the design process (see www.mouser.com/applications/).

For further assistance, we offer 19 customer support centers 
across the globe to provide technical support in local language, 
time zone, and currency. We believe this local, personal support 
is key in providing service excellence to our customers. 

Russell Rasor
Vice President of Advanced Technology at Mouser Electronics 
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Avnet Embedded supports customers with 
embedded computing products and related 
services including:

• Integration and Engineering

• Supply Chain Management and Logistics

• Financing and Warranty

• Chassis Customization

• New Product Introductions Program Management

• Software

• Storage Screening, Testing and Configuration

• Flat Panel Customization

• Regulatory Compliance

• Environmental Testing

• Warehousing

• International Operations

• IT Implementation 

• Installation

• Technical Call Center Support (Level 1 and II)

• Asset Reclamation (e-cycling)

Embedded Computing Design www.embedded-computing.com

AVNET EMBEDDED  |  800-332-8638
Contact: customer.care@avnet.com
Follow Avnet on Twitter: @AvnetDesignWire

www.em.avnet.com/embedded

The high-tech market is at a critical juncture. Shorter product 
life cycles, shrinking margins, the evolution of intelligent 
systems, the cloud, and complex data center needs are forcing 
today’s leading innovators to make critical decisions on how 
their technologies are being designed, manufactured and 
taken to market.

A global distributor and integrator of complex embedded 
systems and solutions, Avnet Embedded helps take your 
solution from concept to actuality. We combine extensive 
vertical industry knowledge and technology expertise together 
with world-class manufacturers, global integration and 
logistics know-how to help speed your time to market and 
deliver unequaled fluidity and accountability.

Whether you’re an OEM, ISV or system builder, 
Avnet Embedded provides turnkey services – from 
engineering solutions and integration to supply chain 
services – to help reduce product development and support 
costs and increase margins.

Avnet Embedded is more than just products, components or 
line items. It’s innovation, agility, entrepreneurship, financial 
strength, and trusted advice on a more efficient, impactful, 
successful path to global markets.

Whether you’re deploying your solution physically, virtually 
or in the cloud, our customizable, off-the-shelf server, storage 
and software solutions ensure your products and solutions 
are optimized for the future, so you can focus on developing 
the next great innovation – faster, more efficiently, with fewer 
risks and lower costs than ever before.

http://www.embedded-computing.com
mailto:customer.care@avnet.comFollow
mailto:customer.care@avnet.comFollow
mailto:@AvnetDesignWirewww.em.avnet.com/embeddedThe
mailto:@AvnetDesignWirewww.em.avnet.com/embeddedThe
mailto:@AvnetDesignWirewww.em.avnet.com/embeddedThe
mailto:@AvnetDesignWirewww.em.avnet.com/embeddedThe
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End-to-End Services To Fuel Your Success 

Whatever you need, we have the people, the expertise 
and the passion to support your success through every 
phase of the manufacturing process.

•	 Design	Engineering

•	 Global	Manufacturing	and	Integration

•	 Post-Manufacturing

•	 Global	Logistics

•	 Supply	Chain	Management

•	 Financing	Programs

Embedded Computing Products Tailored to 
Fit Your Future

The dedicated OEM Computing Solutions team at Arrow 
understands your business and partners with industry-
leading suppliers to bring you the best-in-class hardware 
and software you need.

•	 Computing	Platforms

•	 Displays

•	 Memory	and	Storage

•	 Complete	Software	and	Operating	Systems

Embedded Computing Design www.embedded-computing.com

Arrow OEM Computing Solutions  |  888-427-2250 Visit us at http://ocs.arrow.com

www.arrow.com

At Arrow OEM Computing Solutions (OCS), we work and live in the 
tangible future of Five Years Out.

We navigate the path between possibility and practicality, creating 
the world to come through new technologies, new materials, new 
ideas and new electronics. From design engineering to integration 
services, and from post-manufacturing to global logistics, our 
dedicated team of experts is already thinking and planning for 
what you will need tomorrow.

That’s how we make your vision possible.

We are the people who embed it, connect it, build it and bring it all 
together. With the parts and pieces. The software and systems. The 
networks and applications. The data center and the cloud. Intelligent 
systems.

Are you Five Years Out? Then we’re right there with you.

Turning Possibility into Reality. Together.

Your world is short timelines and high expectations. Ours is built 
around helping you bring the latest technologies to market as quickly 
and cost-effectively as possible. If you’re looking for an innovative 
partner to boost your competitive advantage, look no further 
than Arrow.

Choose us, and you’ll align your business with the financial strength 
and global scope of Arrow. You’ll gain instant infrastructure and 
unparalleled access to experts who understand your needs and goals. 
As an extension of your team, we’ll deliver support across key 
business challenges, from design engineering and integration to 
post-manufacturing and global logistics.

In your business, success hinges on delivering a quality product 
that’s on strategy, on time and on budget. We can support your goals 
– by adapting our services to fit your expectations and processes, 
by working with you across the life cycle of your project, and by 
providing you with a wealth of resources including field application 
engineers, field sales personnel and many more.

At Arrow, your mission is our mandate. Let’s get to work.

Bringing It All Together

Seven integration centers all over the world, 
ready to meet the needs of your business.

Phoenix
Nogales
São Paulo
Budapest
Tel Aviv
Bangalore
Shenzhen

http://www.embedded-computing.com
http://ocs.arrow.comwww.arrow.comAt
http://ocs.arrow.comwww.arrow.comAt
http://ocs.arrow.comwww.arrow.comAt
http://ocs.arrow.comwww.arrow.comAt
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WDL Systems  |  800-548-2319
Contact: sales@www.wdlsystems.com
Follow us: www.twitter.com/wdlsystems • www.facebook.com/wdlsystems

www.wdlsystems.com

WDL Systems proudly distributes the latest Ampro by ADLINK™ 
products such as the Extreme Rugged™ COM Express® module, 
the Express-IBR for airborne and vehicle-mounted military com-
puters and human machine interfaces (HMI) applications required 
to function in harsh environments. The Express-IBR Module is 
based on the proven Express-HRR design, but with a 25 percent 
increase in CPU performance and 50 percent increase in graphics 
performance. 

The Ampro by ADLINK™ Express-IBR is a COM Express Type 6 
module that supports the quad-core and dual-core 3rd genera-
tion Intel® Core™ i7 processors and Mobile Intel® QM77 Express 
chipset. Following ADLINK’s Rugged By Design methodology, 
the Express-IBR is ideal for use in environments prone to severe 
shock, vibration, humidity, and extended temperature ranges.

The Ampro by ADLINK Express-IBR is powered by a quad- or 
dual-core 3rd generation Intel® Core™ processor and provides 
support for USB SuperSpeed 3.0, PCI Express (PCIe) Gen 3, and 
up to three independent displays. The COM Express module 
offers up to 16GB ECC 1333MHz DDR3 memory in two SODIMM 
sockets. Three Digital Display Interfaces can be independently 
configured for DisplayPort, HDMI or DVI. PCIe x16 (Gen3) for 
external graphics or general purpose PCIe (optionally configured 
as 2 x8 or 1 x8 + 2 x4) is provided, as well as two SATA 6 Gb/s, 
two SATA 3 Gb/s, Gigabit Ethernet, and eight USB 2.0 inter-
faces. The Express-IBR with dual-core processor is validated for 
reliable performance in extended temperatures ranging from 
-40 degrees C to +85 degrees C and features a 50% thicker 
printed circuit board (PCB) for high vibration tolerance.

The Ampro by ADLINK Express-IBR is a modular, power efficient 
solution for applications running in space constrained, extreme 
rugged environments. The Express-IBR is compatible with the 
COM Express COM.0 Revision 2.0 Type 6 pinout, which is based 
on the popular Type 2 pinout, but with legacy functions replaced 
by Digital Display Interfaces (DDI), additional PCI Express lanes, 
and reserved pins for future technologies. The new Type 6 pinout 
also supports SuperSpeed USB 3.0 interface, which was unavail-
able in COM.0 Rev. 1.0.

Express-IBR COM Express® Type 6 Computer-on-Module 
with 3rd Generation Intel® Core™ 

• Quad/dual core 3rd Generation Intel® Core™ Processor

• Mobile Intel® QM77 Express Chipset

• Up to 16GB ECC 1600MHz DDR3 memory in two SODIMM 
sockets

• Three Digital Display Interfaces (DDI) for DisplayPort/
HDMI/DVI/SDVO

• Seven PCIe x1 (Gen 2), one PCIe x16 (Gen 3) for graphics 
(or general purpose x8/4/1)

• Two SATA 6 Gb/s, two SATA 3 Gb/s, GbE, 8x USB 2.0, 
4x USB 3.0

• COM Express® COM.0 R2.1 Type 6 Pinout

• Extended Temperature: -40° C to +85° C

• 50% thicker PCB for high vibration environments

FEATURES

ADLINK Technology’s Extreme Rugged modules, boards, 
and systems are designed for harsh environments from 
the ground up. Robust test methods, including Highly 
Accelerated Life Testing (HALT), ensure optimal product 
design phases and meet stringent requirements, such as 
extended temperature range, MIL-STD, shock and vibration, 
and long-term reliability. Visit www.adlinktech.com.

http://www.embedded-computing.com
mailto:sales@www.wdlsystems.comFollow
mailto:sales@www.wdlsystems.comFollow
http://www.twitter.com/wdlsystems
http://www.facebook.com/wdlsystemswww.wdlsystems.comWDL
http://www.facebook.com/wdlsystemswww.wdlsystems.comWDL
http://www.facebook.com/wdlsystemswww.wdlsystems.comWDL
http://www.facebook.com/wdlsystemswww.wdlsystems.comWDL
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WDL Systems is the Embedded Products Source. 

In business since 1990, WDL Systems distributes a full line of Embedded Systems 
products and form factors including: SBCs, COM, ITX, PC/104, PC/104+, PCI/104, 
PCI Express and Qseven. WDL Systems carries many add-on and peripheral boards 
including FPGA boards, Serial boards, Serial and Digital I/O boards. Additional products 
include: Flash Solutions, Embedded Modems, Embedded PC’s (including the eBox), 
Embedded Software, Alphanumeric Displays, Digital Signage and HMI, Frame Grabbers, Industrial Keyboards, Industrial Enclosures 
and more.

WDL Systems distributes the latest technology for all embedded requirements and markets including Military, Medical, Academic, 
POS, and Factory Automation. WDL Systems’ website provides online ordering, product information, and technical support.

CATEGORIES VENDORS

Blade Computing ADLINK, Kontron
Box PC ADLINK, ARBOR, Artila, ICOP, VIA 
Communications ADLINK, Connect Tech, Multi-Tech, Artila
Computer on Module Ampro by ADLINK, Kontron, Lippert by ADLINK, SECO
Digital Signage/Panel PCs DIT, Kontron, ICOP, VIA
Displays DIT, Kontron, Matrix Orbital
FPGA Connect Tech
Industrial DRAM InnoDisk, Swissbit
Industrial Keyboards DIT
Machine Vision ADLINK, Arvoo
Medical Computers ARBOR
Measurement and Automation ACCES I/O, ADLINK, OceanServer
Mobile Computers ARBOR, ADLINK
Motherboards Ampro by ADLINK, Kontron, VIA
Power Solutions Kontron, OceanServer, Tri-M Technologies
Single Board Computers Ampro, DMP, ICOP, Kontron, Lippert by ADLINK, VIA
Software Datalight
SSD InnoDisk, SMART, Swissbit

• •

COMPLETE VENDOR LIST:

ACCES I/O,  

Ampro by ADLINK, ADLINK,  

ARBOR, Artila,  

Arvoo, Avalue,  

Connect Tech Inc.,  

Datalight, DIT,  

DMP Electronics,  

Eagle Technology,  

ICOP Technology,  

InnoDisk, Kontron,  

LiPPERT by ADLINK,  

Matrix Orbital,  

Multi-Tech, OceanServer,  

Sealevel Systems, 

SMART Modular Technologies,  

SECO, Swissbit, TRI-M,  

VIA Embedded Technologies

WDL Systems  |  800-548-2319
Website: www.wdlsystems.com 
Contact: sales@ www.wdlsystems.com 
Follow us: www.twitter.com/wdlsystems •  www.facebook.com/wdlsystems

http://www.embedded-computing.com
http://www.wdlsystems.com
http://www.wdlsystems.com
http://www.twitter.com/wdlsystems


Avnet Electronics Marketing is an operating group of Phoenix-based Avnet, Inc. that serves Electronic 

Original Equipment Manufacturers (EOEMs) and Electronic Manufacturing Services (EMS) providers in 

more than 70 countries, distributing electronic components from leading manufacturers and providing 

associated design-chain and supply-chain services. The group’s website is located at www.em.avnet.com.

ECD: What key advantages does Avnet have to meet the 

demands of today’s engineers?

KOSTALNICK: The number one advantage Avnet Embedded 

offers the market is our people. Our team offers the combina-

tion of deep knowledge across the full spectrum of embedded 

technologies, solid long-term relationships with our world-

class manufacturer partners, and proven experience in serving 

all market segments. The team is backed up by best-in-class 

services throughout the entire product development life cycle. 

We start with a consultative approach that first seeks to under-

stand a customer’s unique requirements. From there, our  

ISO-certified integration centers, in conjunction with our effi-

cient supply-chain practices, deliver finished products with 

high quality in an efficient and cost-effective manner. Our 

 service then extends to fulfillment, custom packaging, instal-

lation, repair, warranty, advance replacement, and level-one 

and -two call centers providing technical support on behalf 

of our customers. We further extend our support to include 

end-of-life tasks such as leasing options, asset reclamation,  

and e-cycling. All these services are available globally and can 

seamlessly move between regions as a result of the investments 

Avnet has made in infrastructure and integrated production  

management systems.

ECD: What are the key areas of growth, what industries 

are driving innovation in embedded, and what is Avnet 

doing to meet these challenges?

KOSTALNICK: Avnet Embedded is experiencing growth across 

a wide range of market segments and key enabling technologies.  

One area not touched on previously is complex storage. With 

the explosion of applications driven by the cloud, the amount of 

data being managed, stored, archived, and leveraged is accel-

erating rapidly. Analysts are using terms like yottabyte (one 

septillion bytes) and zettabyte when forecasting the amount 

of data moving across the Internet and being stored in the 

not-too-distant future. The infrastructure required to support 

this presents a substantial opportunity and Avnet Embedded, 

through our Rorke Data business unit, has the experience and 

resources to serve this growth opportunity. We have been 

involved with complex storage solutions for more than 25 years 

and are well positioned as the leader in addressing even the 

most complex environments.

We are also seeing growth in emerging architectures in support 

of data center efficiency. Low power requirements, virtualiza-

tion, and security are just a few of the drivers fostering innova-

tion and new solutions in the market. You will continue to see 

Avnet Embedded expand our technology portfolio and service 

offering in support of the new growth enablers. We challenge 

ourselves to be on the forefront of technology to better serve 

the industry leaders and innovators we work with every day.

From a geographic perspective, the Brazilian market is one 

with great potential. With two major upcoming events, the 

World Cup of soccer in 2014 and the Olympics in 2016, Brazil 

is poised for growth – and Avnet Embedded is well positioned 

to assist our customers there. We provide local market experts, 

in country, to support our customers’ needs. As well, we offer 

two integration centers, one in the state of Santa Catarina and 

the other in the state of Sao Paulo, for flexibility and cost effec-

tiveness. As the electronics industry begins to capitalize on  

opportunities in Brazil, Avnet Embedded is there as well.

Chuck Kostalnick
Senior Vice President, Avnet Embedded 
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COM Express modules from X-ES

RUGGED, POWERFUL

Our family of fully ruggedized COM Express modules support the 
latest high-performance Freescale QorIQ and Intel® Core™ i7 
processors and include soldered down memory with ECC, additional 
mounting holes, and Class III PCB fabrication and assembly. When 
you choose X-ES COM Express modules, you are supported with 
excellent development platforms and innovative rapid-deployment 
systems. Contact us today to learn more.

Highest performance under any condition. That’s Extreme.

COM EXPRESS

Intel® Core™ i7 processor
Basic COM Express

Freescale QorIQ P2020
Compact COM Express

Freescale QorIQ P2041
Mini COM Express

Extreme Engineering Solutions
608.833.1155    www.xes-inc.com



Are QuAlity And reliAbility  
As importAnt to you As they Are to us?

industriAl memory solutions

Convincing reliability: the X-500 family  
combines the advantages of a 2.5“ solid state disk  
for industrial Applications with data  
transfer rates of 240 mb / sec.

More information: www.swissbit.com

Visit us at Embedded World February 26-28, 2013  
Nuremburg, Germany  Booth# 1-524

ESC Design West April 22-25, 2013  
San Jose, CA  Booth 945

your advantages:

•	 SATA	II	(3 Gbit/sec)	–	ATA8

•	 16 GB	to	512 GB

•	 Single	Level	Cell	Nand	Flash

•	 Industrial	Temperature	Grades	 
	 (-40°C	to	+85°C / 0°C	to	+70°C)

•	 Power	Fail	Protection

•	 High	Random	IOPS	up	to	14.500	&	up 
	 to	240 MB/sec	sequential	performance

•	 S.M.A.R.T.	Monitoring

•	 Life	Time	Monitoring	Support	 
	 Application	&	Software	Development	Kit

•	 Controlled	BOM	&	PCN	Process

anz_X-500_8x10inch_en.indd   1 18.12.12   08:31

http://www.swissbit.comVisit
http://www.swissbit.comVisit



